VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM FOR TEENS
INSTRUCTIONS
Complete this virtual escape room at your own pace. Grab a pen or pencil to work out the
puzzles.
You can complete this escape room on your own or with some friends or family. There are six
puzzles in this escape room.
You may need to use some online tools to figure out some of these puzzles.
Need a hint?
First, try solving the puzzle without a hint. If you need help, read the hints listed at the end of
each puzzle.
Spoiler alert! Only look at one page at a time.
The answer to each puzzle is on the page after the hints.

Special Thanks
Thank you to the members of the NOLS Teen Advisory Board, who collaborated to create this puzzle.
Find out how you can join at nols.org/teen-advisory-board.

Puzzle 1:
You watch helplessly from your window as the pirate spaceship you are imprisoned on
descends toward a strange planet.
After the pirate spaceship lands, three space pirate cats open your cell door, seize you by your
arms and lead you out of the ship. They take you to a tall yellow building. Above the
purple doors, big green letters spell, “The Library of Doom.” You shiver. They open a tall,
metal, creaking door and throw you inside.

Puzzle 1, continued:
As they shut the door, you hear one of the cats behind you say, “You better flip things over
soon, or your gravity will flip over. One minute is all you’ve got!”
The pirate space cats lock the door.
You hear muffled voices and can barely make out the words, “No way anyone would get that
clue.” So it’s a clue? You look up and see the ceiling high above you. If gravity changed and you
fell all the way to the ceiling, that would hurt. You look around you. The room is small. A desk
with a book on it sits next to a door with a keypad on it.
You walk to the book and read its title: iPNM0. What language is that?
An electronic voice above you says “Thirty seconds left.”
You run over to the door and look at the keypad. You’d better put in the code fast!
What code do you put in?
A: 0MnP!
B: iPNM0
C: 0WNd!
D: Z3o-b

Hints for Puzzle 1:
•
•
•

Read the cat’s clue carefully.
Gravity will flip over. What do you think that means?
What happens if you turn yourself upside down, as if you are on the ceiling?

See the answer on the next page.

Answer for Puzzle 1:
C: 0WNd!

Puzzle 2:
The code worked! The door opens and you rush through. A crash sounds behind you and you
see the items in the other room fall to the ceiling as the door closes. Phew! That was close.
You are now in a long hallway. Torches flicker as you creep through the halls. The flickering,
while annoying, almost seems consistent. You pause, and focus on the flashes.
Flash flaaaaash flash flash. Flash. Flash flash flaaaaash flash. Flaaaaash.
It keeps repeating. You continue down the hallway, and see a fork in corridor. Which way do
you go?
Straight
Left
Right

Hints for Puzzle 2:
•
•

•

Something here has a pattern. What is the pattern? What is it similar to?
The lights are flashing in a pattern of longs and shorts. Can you think of another
communication system that uses longs and shorts? You may need to look it up to
translate!
Have you ever seen the International Morse Code? Take a look online and see if you
can translate the long and short lights flashing.

See the answer on the next page.

Answer for Puzzle 2:
Left

Puzzle 3:
You go left. This hallway is better lit, electronic lights are humming on the ceiling. The corridor
reminds you of a hospital, but without the trademark hospital smell. The smell is sweet and
slightly reminds you of … breakfast? Bananas! You sniff, and your stomach grumbles in
response. You continue down the hall.
Suddenly, a cat with an orange pirate hat comes out of one of the doors lining the hall. You
gasp, and start running. The pirate cat sees you and meows. It is a very scary meow. You run
faster. The cat keeps meowing, and more cats start appearing out of various doors. There is a
sea of fur with pirate hats coming toward you, slowly, as if they know you are trapped. Your
heart pounds. Suddenly, the hallway ends. You skid to a stop, and look at the massive wave of
sharp claws behind you. There are doors everywhere, but only four doors that you think you
can reach. Which one do you go in?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The blue door
The yellow door
The red door
The orange door

Hints for Puzzle 3:
•
•
•

What else was in the hallway? Are there any clues?
Use your senses to help you figure it out!
What did the hallway smell like? Use this as your hint!

See the answer on the next page.

Answer for Puzzle 3:
B. The yellow door

Puzzle 4:
Bananas! You yank open the yellow door and force your way through, slamming the door
behind you and pushing a very heavy bookshelf up against it. When you are done, your muscles
scream and you are out of breath, but you do not hear anything on the other side of the door.
You look around while you catch your breath.
You are in what appears to be the Library of Doom. Shelves and shelves of books spiral up and
out of sight along with a very long spiral staircase. The books are old and full of mildew with
titles like, “How to Rule the Planet from a Space Pirate Cat’s Perspective.” The whole place
smells like a litter box. You have to get out of here.
Suddenly, an old newspaper clipping flutters from the spirals of shelves and a disembodied
voice whispers from the ceiling, “Read every line from the start.” Where did that come from? If
you weren’t already terrified for your life, that would have done it. You grab it and read it.

Now what?!

Hints for Puzzle 4:
•
•
•

What happens if you read each sentence of the newspaper clipping from the start? Do
you see any clues?
What’s the first letter of each sentence?
Take the first letter of each sentence to find your clue!

See the answer on the next page.

Answer for Puzzle 4:
Go up the stairs.

Puzzle 5:
Strange! It seems like someone is trying to send you a message! You decide to follow their
advice to go up the stairs and start climbing around and around and around.
You reach the top of the spiral staircase, completely out of breath now. The only things up
here are more bookshelves stuffed with old books, a desk with a chair behind it, a rug
underneath the desk, and a shelf of office supplies behind the desk. You have no idea what you
are going to do if you have to defend yourself after climbing all those stairs—you are
completely winded. You look around for something you might be able to use. That’s when you
see a walkie talkie. You grab it. Should you use it to call for help?
Just then, you hear, as if over a loudspeaker, a screechy but also gruff MRAAAOWWW. You
are running out of time. You mash the button and say, “Hello? Can anyone hear me?”
Moments pass. You try again. Then, there is a crackly sound, followed by this message:
“If it is escape for you, I will give you one more clue. You must find the book, you see, after
that, you’ll find the key. The key will lead you out the door, the space cats will find you no
more. Here it is, the clue you need: 21 14 4 5 18
18 21 7.”
A book? But which one? There must be hundreds of books in this room! What do those
numbers mean?

Hints for Puzzle 5:
• What do those numbers mean? Perhaps they are spelling out some words?
• What if each number represents a letter and its place in the alphabet?
See the answer on the next page.

Answer for Puzzle 5:
Under rug

Puzzle 6:
Under rug! The books are under the rug?! You run to the desk and crawl onto your knees,
flipping the rug over messily in your urgency. There! A chart about the Dewey Decimal System?
Isn’t that … a bit outdated? Ugh. You never did understand how it worked and always asked a
librarian for help … Guess you’ll have to use this to find the book you’re looking for on your
own.

Puzzle 6, continued:
If a book will help you find the key, which call number would you pull off the shelves?
A. 372.4
B. 599.744280451
C. 683.3209
D. 523.4

Hints:
• Use the chart to see what subject each call number might be about.
• Use LibraryThing to figure out what call number is given to books about keys:
https://www.librarything.com/mds
See the answer on the next page.

Answer to Puzzle 6:
C. 683.3209

The End
You begin to search the shelves for the 680s … you can hear distant meowing and the numbers
on the spines begin to blur together as your heartrate picks up. Focus! 683.1… 683.2…. there
it is! 683.3209! Keys: Their History and Collection—sounds just like what you’re looking for. You
pull the book off the shelf and hear a mechanism thunk into place deep within the bookcase.
You step back just as it swings out, revealing a secret door to a hidden room. You step inside
the cozy, dark space. It looks like it’s barely been touched in years, with a thick layer of dust
coating a small lamp and a velvet armchair. This must have been someone’s private reading
room! And there, on a side table, glinting in the light from the other room shining in, is the key!
The cats must not have thought you’d get this far, or maybe they never knew about this room!
You snatch it off the table and notice a map, curiously dust-free, underneath it.
When you open the map, you quickly find the secret room you’re standing in marked with an
X. There are only a few turns down a hallway to make before you’ll reach the door labeled
“exit.” You start to run.
You hear the meowing, growing louder. Not the nice, gentle meowing of your pet cat at home,
but the angry, vicious howling of a Pirate Space Cat that has been duped! And then you see
them, a crowd of them, racing after you down a long hallway. You will yourself to run faster
and after what feels like forever, you reach the door.
Is this the right door? No time to double check your map, you fit in the key and turn. Yes! The
door leads outside! You look out. You are on a foreign planet. The surface is bubble gum pink.
You lock the door behind you, just in time. The cats all smush against the door, angrily glaring
at you. You set off across the strange terrain.

